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UL Cell for Sustainable Developmetnt 

Problem 
The student residences are for international students who are foreign to Luxembourg. Thereafter, 

these students don’t know how to correctly separate the garbage, in some case they are not even 

aware that the garbage must be separated for recycling.  

Objective 
Increase the awareness of the recycling and broadcast the information rewarding to the correct 

separation of garbage to the students living in Maison am Grond.  

Identify areas of opportunity to improve the management of sustainability on the Student Residences 

of the University of Luxembourg  

 

  



 
 Maison am Grond – Green Guide 

Task 1 – Garbage Separation 

 

This task is related to explain the different types of garbage that can be collected and how to 

separate them. 

Initially there were four bin containers on each floor of the residence. The problem is that they were 

all together with no explanation on it. So the students living in the residence did not know the 

difference between them and the purpose of them. Due to this lack of explanation, every type of 

garbage was mixed with every other type of garbage and so on… due to this, we had the problem 

that the garbage collectors from the City of Luxembourg didn’t want to take the garbage which was 

not correctly classified.  

 

Figure 1. Bins before - No explanation 

 

What the team did was to stick clear-easy to read posters below every garbage bin so that the 

students could be aware that we must classify the garbage and that they have all the resources to do 

it. 

We have: 

 Paper and Carton 

 Glass 

 Valorlux 

 Other wastes (what does not if on the three categories from above) 
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Figure 2. After 1 

 

 

Figure 3. After 2 
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Figure 4. After 3 

 

Problems related to this task.  

We currently have the problem that few students still confuse the type of plastics that should go in the 

“Valorlux” sac. Even when the explanation is clear and that we pointed out the difference… there is 

still some misunderstanding. 
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Task 2 – Organic Wastes 

It is also possible to separate the organic wastes and recycle them in Luxembourg. This separation 

is not implemented yet in any residence of the University of Luxembourg. We wanted to be the 

first residence with such implementation. Out team investigated and confirmed that the City of 

Luxembourg is collecting the organic wastes since 2010. We needed: 

1. 4 bins to put the organic wastes (one for every floor of the residence) 

2. One container to collect the organic wastes of every floor. This is the one that the City of 

Luxembourg picks 

Unfortunately, we are still waiting for such bins so complete this task . 

This is the link with the information from the City of Luxembourg.  

http://www.vdl.lu/Citoyens+et+r%C3%A9sidents/D%C3%A9chets+_+Propret%C3%A9/Cat%C3%A9

gories+de+d%C3%A9chets/D%C3%A9chets+biod%C3%A9gradables.html 

If the bins arrive… we will continue with this task.  

Task 3 – Cooking: Good Habits 

We’ve noticed that the kitchen is a place where one could improve the use of energy. In the 

kitchen we have: refrigerator, oven, stove and also the heater.  

There are some good habits while cooking which can help us to reduce the energy consumption. 

Some good habits are: 

 Consider eating less meat 

 Avoid heavily packaged products and reuse your supermarket bags when shopping 

 Plan your shopping carefully and recycle properly 

 Consider closing the tap when doing dishes 

 Use pans that fit the plaque surface and try covering your pots while cooking 

 And … always check that you turn off the oven and stove when you are done!!! 

http://www.vdl.lu/Citoyens+et+r%C3%A9sidents/D%C3%A9chets+_+Propret%C3%A9/Cat%C3%A9gories+de+d%C3%A9chets/D%C3%A9chets+biod%C3%A9gradables.html
http://www.vdl.lu/Citoyens+et+r%C3%A9sidents/D%C3%A9chets+_+Propret%C3%A9/Cat%C3%A9gories+de+d%C3%A9chets/D%C3%A9chets+biod%C3%A9gradables.html


 
 Maison am Grond – Green Guide 

 

Figure 5. Kitchen guide 

 

 For this task, we took the ideas from Zihomara Matar. Author of the ECO2 practice guides.  

 

Task 4 – Laundry: Good Habits 

In out team we also identified that some energy improvents could be on in the laundry room. 

So save energy one could: 

 Set the washing machine to 30°. Most of the energy of the washing machine goes to 

increase the temperature of the water. Avoid using more than 40° in your laundry-cycle 

 Use eco-friendly powder 

 Avoid using the drier when possible 
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Figure 6. Laundry room guide 

 

For this task, we took the ideas from Zihomara Matar. Author of the ECO2 practice guides.  

 

 

Conclusion 

From this work, we can conclude that it is really easy to follow most of the practices to reduce the 

energy we consume every day. It is just a matter of being well informed and being conscious on our 

impact and how we can help. 

 


